
2022 Professional Photography Guidelines

Any professional or amateur photographer who will be bringing in professional equipment beyond a camera
(i.e., light meters, screens, special lenses) and/or would like to capture the sunset must reserve time outside
of our normal business hours. (If you do not need any additional equipment except for your camera, you are
welcome to photograph during our regular hours. We just ask you to be courteous to other visitors during
your sessions.)

There is a $50 site fee (includes photographer's admission to the flower fields) plus $10 per person
admission to the flower fields for each of your clients ages 3-79 . 

Advance reservations are REQUIRED.

Steps for reservation:

1. Choose the desired date

2. Click Photographer Site Fee button and add to cart

3. Click Client Fee button/ enter # of clients accompanying you and add to cart

4. Go to Buy It Now and check out

We schedule evening sessions when our fields are less crowded to provide a great experience for you and
your clients. Photographers and your clients may arrive as early as 6:30 PM to set up and can shoot from 7
PM to 8:30 PM. Check-in either at admissions or the bakery IF admissions is closed.

PHOTOGRAPHY SESSION GUIDELINES:

- Upon arrival photographer will go to admissions or the bakery IF admissions is closed and a Special Wrist
Band (polka dot) will be provided.

- Wristbands will be given for all clients accompanying the photographer into the fields; they do not have to
be worn but must be readily available as proof of paid photo site admission.

- If you see anyone in the fields taking photos without a special photography wristband, please call
585-747-7790 and a Wickham Farm staff member will address this immediately  as we want to ensure the
quality of your experience for which you have paid for.

- The session ends promptly at 8:30. The photographer and clients must exit the fields at that time,  and exit
the property. Failure to do so will result in an additional site charge.

- Credit must be given to Wickham Farms whenever the images are published or posted. We would love to
share content taken with credit on our social media accounts. Please share through social media or over
email to get your images shared on our social media pages.

Mini Sessions: Photographers must supply an assistant to meet and escort clients to the flower field. There is
no additional fee for this assistant. This is about a 10–15 minute walk. Clients are also expected to leave by
8:30 PM.

Pricing: $50 site fee PLUS $10 for each client + family members  ages 3 to 79 for the hours of 6:30pm to
8:30pm. Questions – Call Emily at 503 - 383-6607, or email ann@wickhamfarms.com
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